IDENTIFICATION TAG ATTACHED TO POLE WITH S.S. POP RIKETS

REMOVABLE ALUMINUM TOP CAP

EXTRUDED ALUMINUM POLE PLATE, ALLOY 6061-T6, THRU BOLTED WITH 5/8 - 11 NC DIA. STEEL HARDWARE

TAIRED FIBERGLASS TUBE SMOOTH FINISH

SEE DETAIL 1

INSULATED TERMINAL BLOCK HOMAC RA 6165 SL ON A 6" WIDE BY 14" LONG FIBERGLASS REINFORCED COMPOSITE MOUNTING PLATE INSIDE POLE ON WALL OPPOSITE MM

ASSY-16 Cast Aluminum Anchor Base Epoxy bonded to shaft Epoxy Primed and urethane Painted to match Pole

SEE DETAIL 2

-6.80" O.D.
-5.77" I.D.

1 3/4" DIA. HOLE THROUGH ONE WALL

3/4" DIA. HOLE THROUGH BOTH WALLS (TYP 2 PIECES)

-9.85" ID
10.45" DD

NOTES:
1 - POLE AND ARM FINISH - SMOOTH COLOR - DARK BRONZE
2 - WEIGHT: POLE - 215 LBS. ARM - 9 LBS.